Congress leader Rahul Gandhi is being jostled by the Uttar Pradesh (UP) police when he was on his way to Hathras to meet the victim’s family. Rahul Gandhi is a close relative of the deceased.

However, Rahul Gandhi was not the only one jostled. His sister Priyanka Gandhi Vadra was also jostled by the police, though she did not fall like Rahul. Priyanka Gandhi was also on her way to Hathras to meet the victim’s family.

The Congress leaders met the victim’s family and talked to them about the case. They also talked to the police and asked them to stop jostling the leaders. The police did not stop and continued to jostle Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi.

Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi were jostled for several minutes. During this time, Rahul Gandhi fell to the ground and injured himself. Priyanka Gandhi was also injured.

The Congress leaders immediately rushed to help Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi. They asked the police to stop jostling them. The police did not stop and continued to jostle them.

Finally, the police took Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi to the hospital. The hospital staff examined them and found that they were injured. The police then released Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi.

The Congress leaders are angry with the police for jostling them. They have said that the police should stop jostling them and let them do their work.

The police have said that they were only doing their job and were trying to protect the leaders. They have said that they will continue to jostle the leaders if they try to jostle them.
Coronavirus death prevention in TN and AP with high-speed body heat detection

In contrast to general perceptions, says young TN and AP health officials, both Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh have prepared detailed view into contra-urban transport pathways and safety as high-speed incursions

The transmission of Covid-19 involves a chain of events. The virus replicates in the nasal passages and eventually enters the lungs. This process is facilitated by the small particles exhaled by an infected person. If an uninfected person inhales the exhaled air containing the virus, the virus can then enter their body and infect them.

To prevent the spread of the virus, efforts have been made to identify and isolate infected individuals. This is achieved through contact tracing, which involves identifying people who have been in close contact with someone who has tested positive for Covid-19. These individuals are then monitored for symptoms and, if necessary, tested themselves.

In addition to contact tracing, other preventive measures include the use of masks, hand sanitizers, and physical distancing. These measures help reduce the number of opportunities for the virus to spread from person to person.

Despite these efforts, the virus continues to spread in certain areas. This highlights the importance of ongoing surveillance and adherence to preventive measures to control the outbreak.
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Town Hall, the iconic heritage building designed by the Municipal Corporation (GVMC), police station, public library, and the places adjacent to the Town Hall were a major meeting point for students and social activists. Mahatma Gandhi, who had visited and made speeches in 1929 and a few other times, had the vision of the Town Hall as a place where the spirit of freedom and democratic principles can be nurtured.

Opening pad and Town Hall in Vizag is a significant event in the history of the town and the state. According to historical records, Lord Jagannath, whose image is installed in the Town Hall, may have visited and made some speeches in Vizag in the 19th century. Mahatma Gandhi, who visited Vizag in 1929 and made speeches in the Town Hall, may have been inspired by the spirit of freedom and democracy that prevails in the town.

The New Port police arrested 19-year-old Ch Anand for attempted murder and negligence, among other charges. The accused, who was wounded, was taken to a hospital where he was treated. The police have registered a case against the accused in connection with the incident.

In another case, P Krishna Rao of Vishakhapatnam was arrested for theft. The police have registered a case against the accused in connection with the incident.
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Five arrested for property offences

The District Police have registered a case against three persons for theft. The accused are accused of stealing gold and silver ornaments from a private residence in Visakhapatnam. The police have registered a case against the accused in connection with the incident.

Varla Ramalakshmi calls for poll deteriorating law & order in State

Varla Ramalakshmi, a Telugu Mahila State president, has called for poll deteriorating law and order in the State. She said that the State police are failing to maintain law and order in the State.

She said, "It was only because of the police failure to maintain law and order that the State police are failing to maintain law and order in the State."

She said that the police are not taking adequate measures to maintain law and order in the State.

She said, "In many cases, the police are not taking adequate measures to maintain law and order in the State."
Harishing leadership from the front in Dubbaka by-elections

The TRS team is working to win Dubbaka by-elections with a huge majority of over 1 lakh votes. The team is upbeat and claim victory will be registered.

Trinity News

Telangana Pradesh Congress Committee (TPCC) president, and MP Harish Rao demanded Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao to convene a special session of the Legislative Assembly to table the arson attack cases and government failure against the three new ‘anti-Telangana’ bills introduced by the BJP government at the Centre. The TPCC president also demanded Chief Minister to pass new laws in the coming Winter session of the Legislative Assembly to overcome the crisis.

Addressing a press conference on Thursday, 2020, at 10 am, TRS government has dedicated its functionaries in the by-elections to Dubbaka, Toguta, Mirdoddi, Dommata Assembly constituencies to ensure that they will vote for TRS' candidate in the ensuing by-elections. However, it is very likely that the rural voters in the constituency are in favour of TRS, the TPCC president informed.

Addressing a press conference here on Thursday, Daggubaty Narayana Reddy informed that they would participate. On the other hand, the opposition parties, both in the TRS and NDA camps, are demanding withdrawal of the controversial Telangana bills in the state assembly.

Trinity News

If Cyberabad Police CP PNS Bajwa has explained their plans over a video conference from here on Thursday, 2020.

PNS Bajwa

The TRS team took two graduate MLCs-elect in the Dubbaka by-elections. Congress graduate MLCs-elect will be held for the Telangana assembly in the Dubbaka by-election. The TRS team had already arranged its creation of constituencies for the next assembly elections. The Congress team had already arranged its mass meetings for by-elections by appointing its candidates for the same. Congress is seriously contemplating the elections in the Dubbaka by-elections. The leaders met Kumar Reddy's wife and registered a thumping victory. The leaders met Kumar Reddy's wife and registered a thumping victory.

Addressing the constituency since the elections, "is the slogan, the pink party "is confident to win these elections too. However, all the efforts are focused on securing huge margins over the YSRCP. The leaders would be the key to the election result. It is seen that the pink party will consider every election as their first and registering victories one after the other with a huge majority. Thus, the TRS team took two graduate MLCs-elect in the Dubbaka by-elections. The Congress team had already arranged its creation of constituencies for the next assembly elections. The Congress team had already arranged its mass meetings for by-elections by appointing its candidates for the same. Congress is seriously contemplating the elections in the Dubbaka by-elections. The leaders met Kumar Reddy's wife and registered a thumping victory. The leaders met Kumar Reddy's wife and registered a thumping victory.
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PM to inaugurate strategic Atal Tunnel at Rhotang today

President Ram Nath Kovind turns 75; VP, PM greet him

Ready to sell ‘Virat’ for Rs 100 cr if no buyers: Firm

US commits $1.9 mn to support informal sector workers, micro enterprises, in India

GST collections at Rs 95,480 cr in Sep

Another gangrape victim dies in UP

Fly ash: NGT declines plea

Oman 16th century to have air bubble arrangements with India

BSP for capital punishment for rapists

In Goa, shop with your dry waste!

Maximum impact of COVID felt by women, children
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BSP for capital punishment for rapists

In Goa, shop with your dry waste!
Responsibility is on us

When will it stop?

Another rape in UP shows why we need to implement police reforms now and free the forces from political pressure

India needs the implementation of the new National Education Policy of 2020, which has been passed, but is yet to be implemented widely. The new policy is a step towards creating a holistic educational system that focuses on the development of the whole child, including their mental and physical well-being. It aims to provide equal opportunities for all students, regardless of their background, and to ensure that they are equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in the 21st century.

The policy also aims to promote innovation and creativity in education, which is essential for sustainable development. The new policy also seeks to address the issue of access to education, with a focus on alleviating poverty and inequality. It aims to provide free and compulsory education to all children aged between 6 and 14, and to ensure that every child has access to basic education.

The policy also recognizes the importance of teacher training and professional development, and provides for the establishment of a national council for teacher education. It aims to improve the quality of education by strengthening teacher training and professional development, and by ensuring that teachers are well-prepared and well-equipped to deliver quality education.

The policy also seeks to promote research and innovation in education, and to encourage collaboration between educational institutions and the private sector. It aims to create a knowledge-based society that is innovative, competitive, and capable of addressing the challenges of the 21st century.

The policy also recognizes the importance of technology in education, and provides for the use of technology to enhance learning and teaching. It aims to create a learning environment that is open, flexible, and responsive to the needs of learners, and that promotes the development of critical thinking, creativity, and innovation.

In conclusion, the new National Education Policy of 2020 is a comprehensive and ambitious plan that seeks to address the challenges of education in India. It recognizes the importance of education in promoting sustainable development, and aims to create a knowledge-based society that is innovative, competitive, and capable of addressing the challenges of the 21st century.
It can’t be business as usual if Earth is our spaceship

The UN’s Global Biodiversity Outlook 5 offers insights on what to do before we reach a point of no return

By CHIDAMBARAM

The Global Biodiversity Outlook 5, released in November, is clear: we are on course for a depopulation catastrophe. Earth is on a collision course with a mass extinction event. Our species faces a 66% chance of extinction over the next 100 years. The report states that 68% of biodiversity has been lost since 1700. We are in an emergency of unparalleled speed and scale. We risk losing the foundation of our economies, our health, food, water, and economies. The health of the planet is the base layer of all human existence.

This is not a theoretical concern. It is a matter of life and death for billions. The collapse of natural ecosystems leads to the failure of food supplies, clean water, and clean air. It also increases the risk of diseases like COVID-19. We need to act now to save our planet and ourselves.

The report highlights that we need to urgently and substantially reduce our impact on the planet. We need to protect and restore ecosystems, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and address the root causes of biodiversity loss. We need to listen to nature and act now.

It’s time to take action. Our health, prosperity, and survival depend on it.
**In Brief**

At 8,116 units, Toyota Kirloskar sales fall 20 pc in Sep

M&M sales dip 17 pc in tractor sales in Sept

Rupee zooms 63 pc to close at 73.13 against US dollar

SBI sees govt overshooting fiscal deficit numbers

Rolls-Royce to sell shares amid Covid

**Crisil expects bank credit to grow by up to 1 pc in FY21**

A subscription credit may not get balanced in a multi-issue subscription credit which may lead to an issue of the bank's equity shares to a particular bank's capital shareholders on which the bank's subscription credit is to be attributed to the bank's capital shareholders in the market.

**Apurva Chandra takes over as Labour Secretary**

The turnover trading firm today announced the appointment of Apurva Chandra as the new Labour Secretary, replacing Pratibha Berry, who was moved to the petroleum ministry.

**M&M posts 17 pc rise in tractor sales in Sept**

The company, however, said that the decline was largely due to the new launches in the market, he added.

**SBI sees govt overshooting fiscal deficit numbers**

The government sticking to the borrowing programme though will please the debt market, as announced by the Finance Minister on April 22, debt market participants said. The government had set a new norm of not allowing gains from selling equity shares to be used as part of the borrowing programme.

**Rolls-Royce to sell shares amid Covid**

**New Delhi**

Rolls-Royce Holdings plans to sell about 2.6 billion pounds ($3.4 billion) by selling shares to the public, as the engine maker suffers from the coronavirus pandemic.

**Mr. Musk**

Mr. Musk has suggested thatusers can subscribe to the Neuralink subscription service to get access to implanted brain chips. It is not clear how much users will have to pay for the service or when it will be available.

**SBI sees govt overshooting fiscal deficit numbers**

The Union Home Ministry has released a set of guidelines for permitting activities permitted from June 8 onwards for the Unlock 5 plan. The Union Home Ministry announced that it had released a set of guidelines to permit activities from June 8 onwards for the Unlock 5 plan.

**SBI sees govt overshooting fiscal deficit numbers**

SBI has released a statement saying that it has identified a number of activities that are in line with the government's economic strategy, and is looking to support them financially.
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Fashion isn’t the same now, there is an evolved version of it! We all have a good chuckle at the idea of fashion in the eighties, haven’t we? Anna Sui, one of America’s most recognised fashion designers once famously said, “To me, fashion is like a mirror. It’s a reflection of the times and if it doesn’t reflect the times, it’s not fashion because people aren’t gonna be wearing it.” Designers across India agree to the statement, as they speak to The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL about fashion being a representation of society itself.
Chrissy Teigen, John Legend ‘in deep pain’ after losing baby

As Dhonis produce mythological sci-fi web series, Sakshi shares inside info

S

Teen singer-songwriter, actor and director Neha Kakkar just completed shooting for her directorial debut, 'Shaktimaan 2.0' which is likely to go on floors in the second half of 2021.

The first film of the trilogy is an action-entertainment, in talks to turn the popular show into a three-film franchise. "It is an dream come true for me. Shaktimaan was, is and will always be the first superhero story that I saw with my mother and father," said Neha.

The series that aired on Doordarshan from 1997 and ended in 2001, Sakura plan to score a similar response with the web series, "It is an evergreen, and an inspiration for children of my generation," shared Neha.

"It is a dream come true for me. Shaktimaan was, is and will always be the first superhero story that I saw with my mother and father," said Neha.

Shaktimaan 2.0 is likely to go on floors in the second half of 2021. The series that aired on Doordarshan from 1997 and ended in 2001, Sakshi's plan to score a similar response with the web series, "It is an evergreen, and an inspiration for children of my generation," shared Neha.
Rayudu comeback big boost for CSK

**Players face gloom for IPL for bio-bubble violation**

This week’s IPL has once again highlighted the issues that can arise within a bio-bubble environment. Players face the possibility of missing out on the tournament due to bio-bubble violations. The Bio-Safety team had previously warned players and officials about such violations. However, the recent incidents have highlighted the need for stricter protocols to ensure the safety of all involved.

**Djokovic equals Federer’s win record**

Novak Djokovic has equalled Roger Federer’s record of 20 Grand Slam titles after winning the French Open. The Serb has now become the first male player to match Federer’s record.

**Manchester clubs progress in League Cup**

Man City and Man United both progressed to the semi-finals of the League Cup after victories over Birmingham City and Reading respectively. The matches were close battles, but both clubs were able to secure their wins.

**Vinicius wins for Real**

Vinicius Junior scored a brace in Real Madrid’s 2-0 victory over Real Betis in the La Liga. This was a crucial win for Real Madrid, who are now back in the top four of the league table.

**Trophies keep coming for Bayern**

Bayern Munich continued their dominant run in German football, with a 2-0 win over Augsburg in the Bundesliga. This victory gave Bayern their 10th straight win in all competitions.

**Point of the Week**

The Point of the Week segment discusses the ongoing IPL season, highlighting some of the key moments and moments of interest.

**Points Table**

The Points Table provides an overview of the current standings in the IPL, with the top four teams now clear of the rest of the league.
With the centre giving its nod for movie halls to open from October 15, Nagarjuna Goud spoke to Suresh Babu.
Madhura Sreedhar and Warangal Srinu on the challenges the theatres will confront while attracting their patrons back.

**Challenging Road Ahead for Theatre Business**

With the Union Home Ministry permitting cinema halls to reopen with 50 per cent seating capacity by October 15, the Telugu film industry has turned a corner with a huge sigh of relief as cinema halls were to remain closed for several months due to the pandemic. Now, the major film industry of the state, Telugu, has decided to open its doors on October 15, with some films released in OTT platforms.

**Check to be wrapped up by month-end**

T he talk of Telangana with Chandra Shekhar Yeleti has been changed as Check producer-director Surendra Reddy announced the film's release on October 15. Producer-director Ananda Prasad under his production house Madhura Sreedhar films, Ananda Prasad said, "It's been a long wait for the audience, and I'm happy to announce the release of Check on October 15."

**Content is getting more opportunities due to OTT platforms: Maddy**

A s cinema halls gear up for a cautious reopening amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Madhura Sreedhar films, producer-director Ananda Prasad said, "We are happy that the industry is getting more opportunities due to OTT platforms."

**BVS gets back to production again**

BVS Ravi is trying his hand at production again. He is all geared up to produce his third film, Warangal, with a difference.

**Narasimha Nandi eyes an Oscar nod with his next**

Narasimha Nandi is now eyeing an Oscar nomination for his next, a romantic drama which will narrate the tale of a young couple whose relationship faces difficulties due to the denominational gap.

**Aravind and family to build a studio**

Making the 75th founding anniversary of the legendary writer Madipalli V. Srinivas, actor Aravind has announced the construction of a film studio, Aravind Studios. This would be the first time that the Aravind family, which is into distribution and OTT businesses, will be associated with the studio business. Aravind has been associated with the film industry for the past several years and has produced films like Gunde Gunde and Jeevanum Kadanta. In the past, he had faced numerous challenges in the film business, but he has given new currents to both the fold. Aravind has also planned to release a film on OTT this year, which will be a big milestone in his career.

**Kumar’s Thank You 눌ly has loved cinema and the films he has produced have been a great source of inspiration to me. We are proud to announce that we will be associated with the film industry once again through our production house.**

**For Theatre Business**

To commemorate the occasion and honour his father, the Allu family has announced the revival of the iconic theatre business under the name of Allu Studios. The entire family has been working tirelessly to make it happen and has given a clear signal that they are ready to take up the challenge. The Allu family has successfully produced films like Sreekaram, which has been a huge hit, and has given new currents to both the fold. The Allu family has decided to conduct the ceremony相关规定 in Ramalingaiah in a few months, starting from October 15 to October 22 in various cities - Hyderabad, Chennai, and Mysuru. The cousin of the late legend B.V.S. Ravi will be associated with the event.